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Galleria Giovanni Bonelli is glad to present a series of new works on paper by Marco Mazzoni for
the first time in our gallery.
After more than two years of International shows in Europe and USA, Mazzoni is back to Italy with
a rich exposition.
His dark women with flowers are contemporary idols that evocate ancient wisemen that attended
other people with herbs and natural medicines. 
His Moleskine series are phantasmagoria with animals and plants realized with colored pencils over
the yellow pages of the famous sketchbook.

As suggested by the title this show is both a coming back home for Mazzoni and an intimate
reflection over the birth of his artworks. The artist offers to the public a huge quantity of new works
(realized in 2015) in a specially concieved setting. 

Concrete expression of the title is the wooden house built in the gallery. Inside a small room where
some of Marco Mazzoni's creative instruments has been reproduced: his colored pencils (the ones
he used to realize the works exposed), drawings, photos, and a small table, like the one he had at
school when he was a child.

An artist's  book will  be edited for  the  opening.  There  will  be images  of  new works  but  also
drawings, sketches, words written by friends, artists, and gallerists that worked with Mazzoni.

Marco mazzoni (1982):
 Selected solo show: IMMUNE", Thinkspace Gallery LA; "White days", GALLERY B15, Copenhagen DK (2014); 

"Naturama", Roq La Rue Gallery, Seattle (with Lindsey Carr), "AnimanerA", Jonathan Levine Gallery, New York 
(2013).  La Natura Squisita. Oltre i confini del POP (with Fulvio Di Piazza and Nicola Verlato), curated by 
Alberto Mattia Martini and Julie Kogler, Fondazione Stelline, Milan; "RIver Of Milk", Roq La Rue gallery, Seattle 
(2012). Selection of collective shows: "Gennem byen sidste gang" Galleri Benoni, Copenhagen DK (2014); 'New 
Blood', Thinkspace Gallery, curated by Morgan Spurlock, Los Angeles (2012);  'Suggettivism NYC', Bold Hype 
Gallery, curated by Nathan Spoor, New York  (2012);'One of a Kind', Strychnin gallery, Berlin; 'Death and the 
Maiden', Roq la Rue, Seattle ; 'Motion', Corey Helford Gallery, Los Angeles  (2012); "Summer Invitational 
Group Exhibition", Jonathan LeVine Gallery, New York (2010).
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